FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Elegant Additions
TOPEX DESIGN EXPANDS THEIR STUNNING
CRYSTAL DECORATIVE HARDWARE COLLECTION
(Elmwood Park, NJ. March 28, 2016) When it comes to decorative hardware,
it’s all about choosing that perfect finishing touch. Once in while a product
line comes along that is so striking it can transform an entire room into a rich,
glamorous showplace. The spectacular new additions to the Crystal Collection
from Topex Design are stunning examples of jewelry for the home. Adorned
with glistening crystals and wrapped in gold and chrome the new line of
elegantly modern shapes create a sparkling sensation to any decor.
Headlining the new collection are the Small Bright Knobs featuring a
dazzling arrangement of princess-cut crystals joined to create an
exceptionally unique piece of decorative hardware. Resembling a
classic cuff link, the knobs are the ultimate in opulence for the welldressed home. Available in Gold, Black Nickel or Chrome, the Small
Bright Knobs are gorgeous examples of functional art at its finest.
The collection also features a series of sleek pulls and geometrically
inspired knobs. Each of these precious gems are embellished with
lustrous crystals in varying sizes from the elegantly-studded look of the
Modern Bow Pulls to the sparkling blanket of crystals adorning the Small
Round and Square Knobs. The new Crystal decorative hardware line retails
from $24.70 to $139.00.
Presenting the contemporary classics of our century.
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ABOUT TOPEX
Topex Design brings exceptional decorative hardware and bath products to
the high-end luxury market with a style
and flair that is exclusively European.
Headquartered just outside of New York
City, the company is a leading supplier of
European manufactured luxury decorative
hardware, accessories and bathroom
furniture. Since 1974, the boutique bathroom furniture has been manufactured in
Milan, Italy and Istanbul, Turkey under the
brand name Antonio Valanti for discerning clientele worldwide. From decorative
cabinet knobs adorned with Swarvoski
crystals to opulent bath vanities with
mirrored finishes and lush leather the collections elevate the limits of bath design.
Visit TopexDesign.com to view their
entire product line.

